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About This Content

The soundtrack for Cursed Sight, a visual novel about our struggle against fate. After purchasing and downloading the
soundtrack, players will be able to listen to the tracks using Steam's music player.

Composer: Efe Tozan

Tracks list:
1. Cursed Sight
2. Menu theme
3. East Taria

4. Treasure of the East
5. Treasure of the East (piano)

6. The Bellstress
7. The Bellstress (piano)

8. Fooling around
9. East Tarian King

10. Bliss
11. Bliss (piano)
12. The unknown

13. The unknown (piano)
14. Burden

15. Burden (piano)
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16. West Taria
17. Treasure of the West

18. Stakes
19. Warrior soul

20. Miracle
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Still better and more original than PUBG. Only 19 reviews.
Overall mixed?
This game deserves better.
It was one of the first non-valve games i owned on steam and it was a very memorable expierence.
It is very difficult but if you like lunarlanderstyle gameplay this game is really awesome.
In my opinion totally underrated, I totally recommend it if you know how to map your mouse and keyboard controls to a game
pad, because then the game gets really stellar.. This game goes so much deeper than the surface shows. (No pun intended for the
deep underground caves)
What I thought was going to be a simple survivor\/crafting game, turned out to be a fantastic exploration game with a story that
drives me to play until I get that ending cut scene. Supposedly this game has multiple endings as well! Nothing beats a game with
Replay Value. Every hour I play I learn something new, making the game exciting and challenging. I would like the game to
release a full edition one day but for now, I am satisfied. Can get a little repetitive while chopping down trees and crafting bases
but that should be expected in a grind style crafting game anyway. Highly recommend this game! Even more fun with a friend
or two to assist building faster and to be a decoy when the cannibals attack ;). Better don't buy it,as it free for owners of SSZ
Director's Cut.
It contains just 3 artbooks that are too expensive for that price: 22 pages all about the development of the game and such. Not
much else.. Crash after crash ruins an otherwise decent game.. It\u2019s been months since I first played this, and my first
review was the worst review that I\u2019ve ever wrote for anything in Steam. Rearranging that old review and looking back, I
find my opinion not to be changed. Sorry, this is not a game.

Ok, I'll try not be annoying with this one - but I am annoyed to say the least. HOW THE FRIGGIN' HELL IS THIS EVEN A
GAME??? Ehm, sorry for the caps lock rage. It tends to burst out when I remember this particular abomination.

The 'game' consists of short movie crops made by some 'artsie' movie students - which takes a grand deal of optimism to call as
art - , some snarky comments far from being funny and \u2018a mini game\u2019 which takes result in meaningless random
clicking to win. Yaaay, you have developed an indie game! Is that it? If it is supposed to be even funny, it ends with being
insulting for the genre only.

I\u2019d say even with the change under your sofa, this game doesn't worth neither the value, nor the 10 minutes that you will
be losing from your lives. Okay, it is as cheap as it can be, but there are actual games that you can play for a dollar in Steam. 
Make it Indie! is neither creative, nor commemorative and not even fun to play. But it is sure %100 on achievements with some free
trading cards for a dollar. So who am I to judge?

Please also check out Lady Storyteller's Curator page here - follow for regular updates on reviews for other games!. This is a
hidden gem. The developer seems to have done a great job with doling out improvements and updates to this while working on
the sequel and their work has paid off.

Gnomes Vs. Fairies is fantastic. A fun, polished, original action adventure platformer that elicits the same feelings I had when
playing Mario, Zelda, Crash Bandicoot, or Spyro as a kid. At first glance, I thought it was more simplistic than it actually is but
learning different movement combos to enhance speed and mobility combined with the permanent game-changing powerups
really makes this a wonderful experience. The soundtrack is awesome, the level design is as open as you'd want and engaging,
and VR camera makes you feel like you're a part of the world in a way non-VR third-person platformers just can't. It's kinda
like playing with toys as a kid, only the toys are alive.

The only real criticism I have is that the HUD UI, which you don't actually ever really want\/need, is a bit buggy in that UI
elements seem to spawn and hangout well below the play area, out of sight unless you duck through objects. Really not a big
deal at all. The combat could be a bit more involved in that it leans more towards action-platformer style instead of adventure-
style, which is a bit at odds with the Zelda-style collectible powerup\/upgrade system, but it doesn't detract from the experience.

Overall, I can't recommend this game enough and I'm looking forward to the sequel.. If Bubble Trouble and Cuphead had a
child...

Fun and satisfying game.
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Not that the game is lacking, but I would be happy if they would add more levels and power ups!. DISCLAIMER: This may be
considered a somewhat biased review as I know the Devs personally, however, this is my honest feedback on the game, so I
figured I would share.

As a quick-to-pickup and play game (which is also quick to put away), Camp Grizzly is an amazing game to showcase to a small
group what VR is all about. We run a summer tech-camp, Smart Start Camp (https:\/\/www.smartstartcamp.ca\/), in conjunction
with Blackmith Studios (they teach kids age 7-15 how to develop games as a part of the camp, quite literally the best camp ever)
and Camp Grizzly is the perfect fit for our camp. Campers were even able to participate in the testing and debugging during
launch, which was certainly an experience they will never forget!

The game is kid friendly, while maintaining playability for all ages, with some humor intertwined in the achievements that you
can earn throughout the game. We have literally had kids play this game all day, and we have had people in their 20s on our
staff not want to get off the system, especially the ones that love a good challenge and want to get the high score. I lasted for
almost 10-minutes, let\u2019s see if you can top that! (DISCLAIMER: it was actually an 11-year old camper playing with my
account signed in that got on a hot streak, so I can\u2019t really take credit for that one, he tried for a few days to get that
score).

Do you get frustrated that you keep dying to quickly and can\u2019t seem to get a handle on balancing all the tasks to stay alive?
Then this situational survival game might not be for you, or you may want to just try it a few more times and see if you can get a
system down to stay alive longer. I know if it wasn\u2019t for the fact that the campers were playing under my account, I would
not have made it past a couple minutes, you need to stay focussed and that is hard to do that when you are running the camp too.

There is some room for improvement, but I know the devs will keep enhancing the game wherever they see an opportunity to
improve gameplay. I know there were a couple bugs when it first released, and I noticed some of the problems that others
commented about with some of the health states not being as clear as would be desirable, seeming to die out of nowhere, etc, but
I watched as the devs fixed it right before my eyes as soon as they became aware by the community feedback. Within the day all
known bugs\/experience enhancement opportunities were fixed\/implemented, and what really let\u2019s you know that these
devs care about the community, not just the players, but the next generation of devs too, they took the time to involve the camp
in the testing and debugging of all the improvements, this team is a real class act (literally teaching classes too).

From our experience of a game designed to be entertaining for all ages, especially one that can be used in an arcade-style pickup-
and-go setting, this worked really well for us, and was a hit with the campers. They also really liked Show Me What You Got,
another pickup-and-go game developed by Blacksmith Studios just prior to Camp Grizzly (mind you not everyone at camp
could figure out how to juggle, but they had fun losing all the same).

Looking for a complex game you can play uninterrupted for hours on end? This isn\u2019t the game for you. But if you have
some family, friends, or a camp to entertain or really anytime you want to show off your VR system, Camp Grizzly certainly
hits the spot. For those that want a game that\u2019s fun to play and does not take too long, with infinite replayability and the
constant challenge to be the best, this is also for you. (those that liked to see how many times you could volley the ball back and
forth in a rally over the net to see if you could get to 1,000 reps, this will feel like you are right where you are supposed to be all
afternoon)

Anyhow, that\u2019s my two-cents, and I hope that it helps you determine if this is a game you would like to try. Even if you
only play it once, it\u2019s a really cool VR experience that I recommend that everyone try!. Paper Dungeons Crawler is a
simple and fun traditional roguelike, offering procedural generation, unidentified items, a classic hunger system,
permanent death and a lot of YASD (Yet Another Stupid Death) moments. While this game it\u2019s not overly
difficult like pillars of the genre, you can easily die if you\u2019re not paying enough attention. And if permadeath is
not your cup of tea, you can turn it off before starting a new character.

Featuring five classes (Warrior, Archer, Priest, Mage, Thief), 25 procedural (randomized) levels, 60 different
creatures, 120 unique items, five bosses, nine specializations to choose when you level up and six talents, there\u2019s a
lot of content for the price here to keep you occupied. What is also great is that you can choose different paths to follow
your journey, and this raises even more the replay value.

The game is played with mouse and keyboard combined (or only mouse if you prefer), and it can\u2019t be played
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using the keyboard only. While this may displease some roguelike purists, I think the control scheme is very user
friendly, making the game more accessible to a larger audience. If you played Dungeons of Dredmor, you know what to
expect, since the control scheme here is very similar.

If you want to know how the game works, there\u2019s a detailed tutorial that shows the basics of the game and also
explain some strategies. When you beat the game you can try playing on other difficulty settings (there are four of
them to choose), and your highscore is higher on the toughest settings. Also, if you beat the game with permadeath on
you unlock the Veteran Mode, which allows you to start the game with extra runes and skill levels. It\u2019s also worth
mentioning that you can choose to play as a male of female character for each class, and there\u2019s even a random
name generator if you\u2019re not feeling inspired.

While this game feels generic at times and it doesn\u2019t bring nothing new (apart from the magic system, which is
very unique), it\u2019s still a great and fun time killer, and it\u2019s an excellent choice for that days when you want to
play a roguelike but don\u2019t want an extremely punishing experience. If you\u2019re a veteran of the genre,
don\u2019t worry - classic ridiculous deaths are still here, but they almost never feel cheap and unfair. All in all, if you
can\u2019t get enough of roguelikes, or you\u2019re still discovering this genre, Paper Dungeons Crawler is a good
addition to your library.

Pros:
* Easy to learn and hard to master
* Intuitive and easy to use control scheme
* Good amount of content for the price
* Great, friendly and detailed pixel art
* High replay value due to procedural levels and different paths to choose

Cons:
* Very few music tracks. Play with your own music for maximum enjoyment
* If you\u2019re expecting a revolutionary entry in the genre, you will be disappointed
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Nominated for the "Defies Description" Award

A very fun, simple, and interesting platformer with a load of content. Lots of great style and humor. Definitely worth the cheap
price.

You don't know what you are missing here! But you can tell the fun from the screenshots and trailer. Or can you...? :). Really
fun game and i got a free copy to gift to a friend, Pog.. Excellent game for the value. Choose this over My Time at Portia..
Abandonware. Don't buy.. NEON
PILLS
MUSIC THAT MAKES YOU FEEL LIKE A HIGH SCHOOL CHEERLEADER ON ADDERALL\u2014
NO LONGER MUST YOU GO TO A HORRIBLE RAVE FOR THESE THINGS.

Intake is an arcade game you'd find in The Sprawl, played by razorgirls and sweet cyperspace cowboys.

8\/10, would overdose again.. I am almost 100% sure they will use my gameplay footage from this game in my future insanity
hearing.

Repeat after me: "I will never ever hit a police car or a big bird."

Still, 10\/10 and I will keep playing till I hit them both.. Very simple game. Seems to consist of mostly score attack, you control
an orb that can move around a sqaure playing field, you can influence the colored dots that rotate around your orb but the
control is impercise by design. Frankly I do not care for it but it could be a short diversion for the right person who wants a chill
out zen type game to play in short bursts.. It not that bad but i have to thing i have to complain First Black 5 noises as 1938 stock
stopping into stations
they should know by now they need to use differnt sounds for differnt trains.

this pack should actual London undeground DLC not made up island pleas TRAIN SIMULATOR MAKE A PROPER
LONDON UNDERGROUND MAPPPP.
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